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U - Universal
' 'A U fìlm should be suitable for audiences aged four

years and over, ahhough it is impossible to predict
what might upset äny particular child. U fìlms

to any

lmitable beh

Potentia
copy must

'::àccessible

Drugs

References to illegal drugs or drug misuse must be innocuous or
carry a suitable anti-drug message

There may be nudity with no sexual context;

may be implied, but should be discreet and
d:sex references and innuendo only.

'l2A.l"l2 - Suitable for lZyears and over

Films classified 124 and video works classified
, : 12 contain máterial that is not generally
. suitable for children aged under l2.

No one younger than 1 2 may see a 1 2A

film in a cinema unless accompanied
by àn adult. Adults planning to take a

child under 12 to view a 124.fìlm should
consider whether the film is Suitable for
that child. To help them decide, we
recommend that they check the BBFC|nsìght

for that film in advance. No one younger than
12 may rent or buy a I2 rated video work.

Discrimination

Discriminatory I behaviour
must not be endorsed by the work as a

whole. Aggressive discriminatory
language or behaviour is unlìkely to
be acceptable unless clearly condemned.

' "www.bbfc.co.uk/education-resou

Mild bad language only. Aggressive or very frequent use of mild bad
language may result in a work being passed at a higher category.

Nudity
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weapons:

young children may.

real!stic or easily -:.:, -r.

Only very mild sexual behaviour (for example, kissing) and references to
such behaviour.

Language .: .

lnfrequent use only of very mild bad language.

Nudity

Occasional nuÉìty, wittr no sexual context.

Sex ,. '=

or ln

Threat

Scary or potentíall¡t'unsettling sequences should be mild, brief and unlikely
1o cause undue anxìety to young children. The outcome should be

reassur¡ng.

Violence

Violence will generally be very mild. Mild violence may be acceptable if it is

justified by context (for example, comedic, anímated, wholly unrealistic).
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PG - Parental Guidance

sensitive, children.

Discriminatory language or behaviour ìs unlikely to be acceptable
unless clearly disapproved ol or in an education¿l or historical

a particularly dated work with no likely appeal to
Discriminalion by a character with whom chiìdren can

y ídentify is unlikely to be acceptable.
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detåil.

behaviour

of potentially dangerous behaviour which children are likely
No glamorisation of realistic or easily accessible weapons such as

endorsement of anti-social behaviour.

Language

, There may be móderate language.Strong language may be pelmitted,
: depending on the manner in which it is used, who is using the language, its

frequency within the work as a whole and any special contextual
justification.

Nudity

There may be nudity, but in a sexual context il must be brief and discreet.

5ex

permitted, but frequent crude references are u

scenes may be disturbing,

.not dwell on

should be no emph but occasional gory
may be context. Sexual violence may only be

implied and its depiction must be just¡fied

by contexl.

15 - Suita

No one,yOunger than l5 may see a 15 film in a

c¡nema. No one younger than 1 5 may rent or
buy a 15 rated video.work-'

Discrimination
::

ThÀ work as a whole must not endorse

not promote or
al detaÍl). The

misuse of easily accessible and hiqhly dangerous substances (for example, :'

aerosols or solvents) is unlikely to be acceptable.

lmitable behavíour

Dangerous behaviour (for example, hanging, suicide and self-lrarrring)
should not dwell on detail which could be copied. Whether the depiction of

accessible weapons is acceptable will depend on factors such as

Threat

There may be strong threat and horror. A sustained focus on sadistic or
sexual threat ¡s unlikely to be acceptable.

Violence

Violence may 6Ê strong but should not dwell on theinfliction of pain or
injury- The strongést gôry images are unlikely lo be átceptable- Strong

le only

than l8 may see an I 8 film in a
younger than 1 I mày fent or
video work. Adults should

be free to choose their own enlertainmenl.
:. :Exception! are molt likely in the following

areas:

sadistic viofence ís aìsó unlikely to be acceptable. There may be detâiled . .

verbal references .tlfo;féiual violence but the depiction of sexual violence . . :'

must be d¡screet and justified by context.

rt,.,: ln the ca

where the material Ís in breach of
the criminal law, or has been
created through the commission of a

criminal offence

where material or treatment appears to us tó risk harm to
indivíduals or, through their behaviour, to society. For example,
the detailed portrayal of violent or dangerous acts, or of illegal
drug use, which may cause harm to public health or morals.This
may include portrayals of sadistic or sexual violence which rnake

this violence look appealing; reìnforce the suggestion that v¡ctims

enjoy sexual violence; or which invite viewer complicity in sexual
violence or other harmful violent activities

wheretherearemoreexplicitimagesofsexual activityinthe r,:::..,,:¡ 1.

context of a sex work or where the primary purpose of the ímages
i n gu estion .i.i.,.¡exual arousal

se of videowóil<s;whi.ch may be
i ntervention may.biinore frequ

more accessible to younger
ent than for cinema films.

context and setlinq.

viewers,
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